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ABSTRACT
Backdoors in software systems probably exist since the very
first access control mechanisms were implemented and they
are a well-known security problem. Despite a wave of public
discoveries of such backdoors over the last few years, this
threat has only rarely been tackled so far.
In this paper, we present an approach to reduce the attack surface for this kind of attacks and we strive for an
automated identification and elimination of backdoors in binary applications. We limit our focus on the examination
of server applications within a client-server model. At the
core, we apply variations of the delta debugging technique
and introduce several novel heuristics for the identification
of those regions in binary application that backdoors are
typically installed in (i.e., authentication and command processing functions). We demonstrate the practical feasibility
of our approach on several real-world backdoors found in
modified versions of the popular software tools ProFTPD
and OpenSSH. Furthermore, we evaluate our implementation not only on common instruction set architectures such
as x86/x64, but also on commercial off-the-shelf embedded
devices powered by a MIPS32 processor.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
K.6.5 [Security and Protection]: Unauthorized access

General Terms
Security
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In today’s computing environment, we typically rely on
software components that are not implemented by ourselves,
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but from a (potentially untrusted) third party, e.g., a commercial provider or an open source project. This is a common practice and natural consequence of the complexity of
modern computer systems. Of course, executing unknown
code has several security implications; among others it involves the question whether the executable has some undocumented, unwanted, or hidden functionality [35]. Purposefully (or even unintentionally) the program could for
example have an undocumented account that is only available upon specific conditions [2], or offer another kind of
remote access to an adversary [3–5]. In the best case, such
code does not cause any harm at all, but it is a challenging
problem to determine if an unknown piece of (binary) code
contains a backdoor. From an attacker’s perspective, especially server applications are an interesting target for the
deployment of backdoors: such applications are typically remotely reachable and an attacker can abuse them to obtain
access to a system that can afterwards be used as a stepping
stone to attack further machines within a network. Hence,
our focus within this paper lies on network services since we
view them as some of the most relevant attack targets.

Towards Prevention of (Software) Backdoors.
While lots of work on implementing and detecting backdoors in hardware has been published recently (e.g., [6, 21,
24, 36]), the area of software backdoors has not received
much attention. Previous work in that area has mainly addressed authentication routines. For example, Dai et al. introduced an approach to eliminate backdoors from responsecomputable authentication routines, i.e., the typical challengeresponse based authentication [12]. Their idea is to reduce
the attack surface by eliminating potential triggers for a
backdoor. However, an attacker could still add a backdoor
by adding additional command handlers or installing mechanisms that entirely bypass the authentication process in a
server application on certain triggers.
To address the problem, the idea of privilege separation
can be used to split an application into different trust domains (e.g., [9, 30]). Nevertheless, an attacker with broad
access to an application’s source code can still install backdoors within sufficiently privileged components and thus a
certain attack surface remains. The problem is further complicated in cases where we do not have access to source code,
but need to perform our analysis on the binary level only.

Automated Identification of Sensitive Components.
In this paper, we address the problem of software backdoors in server applications and introduce an automated way

to detect and to disable certain types of backdoors in a given
binary program. Our approach consists of three phases:
In the first phase, we identify the specific regions in a
given binary that are especially prone to attacks, i.e., the
authentication routines and code related to command dispatching and command handling functionality. By closely
monitoring the server application while it processes inputs
automatically generated according to a protocol specification and analyzing the resulting traces, we can spot these
parts in a precise and automated way. We leverage the idea
of delta debugging/differential analysis [16,40] and introduce
an algorithm to identify the relevant regions of a given binary application.
In the second phase, once the initial components of interest are identified, we use this knowledge to determine
suspicious components in an application, e.g., hidden command handlers or edges not taken in the control flow graph
(CFG) of an authentication routine. To this end, we introduce several heuristics that enable us to determine which
code regions are suspicious. Furthermore, we aggregate information that can serve as a starting point for further automated (or manual) investigations.
In an optional third phase, the results from the previous phases can be used to modify or instrument the server
application in an automated way such that program parts
identified as suspicious are monitored or disabled at runtime.
As a side effect, this feature can be used as a flexible way
to enable dynamic reconfiguration of server applications for
which no source code is available.

Results.
We have implemented our approach to detect and to disable software backdoors in server applications in a tool called
Weasel. For the recording of traces and other runtime analyses, Weasel employs gdb, the standard debugger for the
GNU software system. gdb is available for a large number
of operating systems and hardware architectures and Weasel currently contains adapter code for x86, x64 and MIPS32 processor architectures running Linux operating systems,
enabling the analysis of a wide range of platforms.
We have successfully tested Weasel with seven different server applications on different platforms including a
widespread corporate VoIP telephone and a popular consumer router. In all cases, we were able to precisely and
automatically identify the key program parts involved in
the authentication process or the dispatching and handling
of commands. We were able to detect known real-world
backdoors contained in certain versions of ProFTPD and
OpenSSH [2, 15]. Furthermore, as a case study, graduate
students from our group have implemented eleven different
kinds of backdoors for ProFTPD. Our tool can be used to
detect or disable the majority of these artificial backdoors as
well. This demonstrates the practical feasibility of the approach to reduce the attack surface for software backdoors.
To demonstrate a potential mitigation approach, Weasel is also capable of transforming a given binary application to reduce the set of available commands. This is implemented by precisely identifying the command dispatcher
functions leveraging automated data structure identification
methods [25,31]. Once we have found the specific data structures, we modify them such that certain commands are inaccessible.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce an automated way to identify critical
parts in server applications that are typically prone to
backdoors. We show how this information can be used
a) to detect backdoors and hidden functionality and
b) to reduce the attack surface for backdoors in legacy
binary software.
• We implemented our techniques in a tool called Weasel for x86, x64 and MIPS32 systems running different versions of Linux. The code is freely available at
https://github.com/flxflx/weasel.
• We show how several real-world backdoors for ProFTPD
and OpenSSH can be successfully discovered using our
techniques. Furthermore, we evaluated our techniques
with other examples of binary programs on different
platforms, including COTS embedded devices.

2.

RELATED WORK

Backdoors in computer systems are a well-known security
problem. Over the last few years, the security community
has mainly focused on backdoors in integrated circuits and
ways to detect or implement such hardware backdoors [6,19,
21,24,33,34,36]. Furthermore, several backdoors in different
components of a computer such as network cards [32] or
directly in the CPU [14] were proposed. Our approach is
orthogonal to such work since we focus on the detection of
backdoors on the binary level, an area that has received
almost no attention so far.
Wysopal et al. [37] presented a pattern-based, static analysis approach to identify backdoors in software. The main
limitation is that patterns need to be specified in advance,
which implies that potential backdoors need to be known
before the analysis can be carried out. Nevertheless, the
results delivered by our tool could be used to improve the
accuracy of such a static analysis approach: for example,
a static ASCII string should be more likely to represent a
static password when it is referenced in or close to a function
identified to be involved in the authentication process of an
application.
Geneiatakis et al. [18] recently proposed a similar (although not backdoor-related) technique to ours to identify
authentication-points in server applications using Intel’s Pin
tool [26]. Our approach can be applied to a broader range
of platforms and environments and is fully automated. In
fact, our implementation only requires a remote gdb instance
to connect to and automatically collects all required traces
on function and basic block level, while invoking the corresponding server application repeatedly without requiring
any supervision. By only relying on gdb, we are able to analyze software on COTS embedded devices such as routers or
VoIP telephones without special effort. We think that this is
especially useful in the context of backdoors given the often
high criticality of such devices and the rather large amount
of corresponding backdoors publicly reported lately [3–5].
Furthermore, we consider implicit edges in the CFG of a
function induced by conditional instructions as described in
Section 4, a problem not addressed in prior work.
A basic insight for backdoor detection is that some kind
of trigger needs to be present such that an attacker can activate the backdoor. As a result, work on automated identification or silencing of triggers is also related to our work.
Brumley et al. [10] demonstrated how trigger-based behavior in malware can be identified and Dai et al. introduced an

approach to eliminate backdoors from response-computable
authentication routines, i.e., the typical challenge-response
based authentication [12]. While such approaches reduce the
attack surface, an attacker can still implement a backdoor
and bypass the approach (e.g., by adding additional command handlers or completely bypassing the authentication
process). Our approach complements such approaches and
helps to reduce the attack surface even further.
Somewhat related to our approach is the idea of privilege separation, i.e., the process of splitting an application
into different trust domains [9, 11, 22, 28, 30, 39]. Note that
such approaches do not completely mitigate the risk of backdoors since an attacker can still install backdoors within
sufficiently privileged components. The backdoors for SSH
servers analyzed in Section 5 demonstrate that this is indeed
a problem in practice.

3.

mov edi, offset hidden_arg ; "ACIDBITCHEZ"
mov ecx, 0Ch
mov esi, ebx
repe cmpsb
jz loc_backdoor

loc_backdoor:
mov [esp+7Ch+uid], 0 ; uid
call _setuid
mov [esp+7Ch+uid], 0 ; gid
call _setgid
mov [esp+7Ch+uid], offset command ; "/bin/sh;/sbin/sh"
call _system
mov eax, ds:help_list
jmp loc_continue

APPROACH

We now provide a high-level overview of our approach
before presenting implementation details in the next section.

3.1

Attacker Model for Software Backdoors

There are many different mechanisms an attacker can use
to bypass implemented security mechanisms. To narrow
down the scope of the discussions, we first define the term
backdoor in the context of this paper to illustrate the capabilities of an attacker:
Definition: A backdoor is a hidden, undocumented, and
unwanted program or a program modification/manipulation
that on certain triggers bypasses security mechanisms or performs unwanted/undocumented malicious actions.
The definition should be seen as an intuitive and tangible
description of what a backdoor is. Note that a backdoor can
be either intentional or unintentional, depending on whether
it was created on purpose or as a dangerous side-effect of
some other “harmless” activity (e.g., debugging access with
elevated privileges that is not disabled in the release version of a product). Naturally, there are unlimited ways how
an attacker can implement a backdoor in a given software
system: an adversary can for example purposely introduce
buffer overflow vulnerabilities or flawed cryptographic modules, both of which complicate the analysis significantly. In
general, the problem of detecting software backdoors is undecidable and thus we strive for an automated way to at
least reduce the attack surface and detect certain cases of
backdoors in practice.
For the remainder of this paper, we focus on the following
classes of backdoors as part of our attacker model:
• flawed authentication routines
• hidden commands and services
In fact, most of the recently publicly disclosed backdoors fall
into these two classes [2–5, 15, 20, 27] and thus we think that
this constraint for the problem space is reasonable.

Running Example.
As our running example, we illustrate a backdoor that attackers added to the ProFTPD server. This example highlights the challenges we face and explains some of the issues
we have to deal with. Note that the example is in C code,
while we perform our analysis on the binary level.

Figure 1: The two additional basic blocks in the
flow graph of the function pr help add response() in
ProFTPD implementing the ACIDBITCHEZ backdoor

At the end of November 2010, the distribution server
of the ProFTPD project was compromised and a snippet
of code was added to one of the source files of ProFTPD
1.3.3c [2]. In essence, a function responsible for the processing of the standard FTP command HELP was modified in
such a way that passing the argument ACIDBITCHEZ would
result in immediate privileged access to the corresponding
system (a root shell ) for an unauthenticated user. The actual malicious code introduced by the attacker is shown in
Listing 1. The backdoor was (likely manually) detected
about three days later and then eliminated by removing the
changes.
Listing 1: Backdoor in ProFTPD server
i f ( strcmp ( t a r g e t , ”ACIDBITCHEZ”) == 0 )
{
setuid (0);
setgid (0);
system ( ”/ b i n / sh ; / s b i n / sh ” ) ;
}
The central goal of our approach is to automatically identify such harmful extensions. The scope of our approach is
limited to binary code, mainly since we often do not have
access to source code.
Malicious additions to binary software can often be reliably detected by static analysis techniques [16] when at
least one supposedly benign version of the software is available. Typically the deployment of a simple backdoor introduces a handful of additional basic blocks to the CFG
of a function that handles external inputs. Figure 1 depicts the malicious addition to the CFG of the function
pr_help_add_response() in ProFTPD that constitutes the
backdoor of our running example. In such a case, binary
software comparison approaches [16, 17] are likely capable
to detect these suspicious code regions. Unfortunately, in
practice we typically do not have access to such a version

that can reliably be trusted for most software systems. This
is why our approach does not rely on the existence of such
a version. Instead, we examine the behavior of a single version of binary software at runtime and apply techniques that
extend the idea of Zeller’s delta debugging approach [40] on
binary level as explained in the following.

3.2

Analysis Approach

We argue that there are four parts of a server application
that are generically prone to the two backdoor classes in our
focus. These parts are:
• authentication validation code
• specific authentication validation result handling code
(e.g., code that terminates a session in case of invalid
credentials)
• command parsing code
• specific command handling code
To identify these parts in a given server application, we
record runtime traces for multiple different inputs and compare them. The intuition behind this approach is the following: consider for example the authentication mechanism of a
server application such as ProFTPD. By definition, the purpose of each authentication mechanism is to decide whether
or not a third party sufficiently proved its identity to qualify
for legitimate elevation of privilege. The process is similar
in case of command dispatching: different operations are
performed for different commands and arguments. In order
to behave differently for different inputs, a server application in general needs at one point during runtime to leave
the common execution path and follow an exclusive execution path accordingly1 . By comparing control flow traces
for various inputs, it is possible to determine common execution paths and those that are exclusive to a certain group
of inputs. In the next step, it is often possible to determine
deciders and handlers on function or on basic block level.
In the case of the authentication process, deciders perform
the actual authentication validation, while handlers process
the validation result. In the case of the command dispatching process, deciders parse and dispatch commands, while
handlers implement the commands’ specific functionality.
In general, the following possibilities exist for a server application to implement exclusive execution paths for different inputs:
C1 through exclusive function invocations
C2 through exclusive paths inside commonly invoked functions (i.e., exclusive basic blocks)
C3 without exclusive program parts, but through an exclusive execution order of common functions and basic
blocks
In our empirical studies of different server applications we
found that the two cases C1 and C2 are by far the most
common in practice. Case C3 is not entirely unlikely to be
1
One could probably draw scenarios where the different features of a server application are entirely implemented by
differences in the data flow only and not in the control flow.
Due to the lack of real-world relevance of such scenarios,
they are not considered further here.

encountered, though: consider for example a server application implementing the available commands in an internal
scripting language. Runtime traces both on function and on
basic block level for different inputs of such a server application would differ, but possibly not contain any exclusive
program parts.
Cases C1 and C2 will receive the most attention for the
rest of this work. An intuitive and straightforward approach
for the identification of handlers and deciders in these cases
is the following: Given two traces T0 and T1 for different inputs (e.g., valid password and invalid password), handlers can be identified by determining the set of exclusive
functions/basic blocks for each of the two traces: ST0 ,ex =
ST0 \ST1 and ST1 ,ex = ST1 \ST0 . In turn, the corresponding
deciders are necessarily in Scommon = ST0 ∩ ST1 and are
likely parents of exclusive functions/basic blocks in Sex =
ST0 ,ex ∪ ST1 ,ex .
Built upon this basic idea for the identification of deciders
and handlers, we have developed the algorithm A-WEASEL
which is described in the following.

3.2.1

The A-WEASEL Algorithm

The A-WEASEL algorithm is an integral part of our approach. It is described in detail in Appendix A and we provide a high-level overview now. The algorithm starts working on function level traces only since they can be collected
on virtually any platform where gdb (but possibly no instrumentation solution like Pin) is available in a straightforward
and efficient way. Basic block level traces are collected as
needed.
Given a set of traces of a server application on function
level for different protocol runs (e.g., traces for different FTP
commands), we recursively compute a combined decision
tree composed of deciders and top-level handlers as depicted
in Figure 2. Handlers are initially identified by simply determining the set ST,ex = ST \Scommon of exclusive functions
for each trace and can be shared between multiple traces.
For each identified decider (or handler shared between multiple traces) on function level, traces on basic block level are
recorded dynamically for all corresponding protocol runs2 .
Given these basic block traces, we compute the internal decision tree of the respective function. For example in Figure
2 the internal decision tree of the decider function z is generated from corresponding basic block level traces for protocol
runs 1 and 2. A-WEASEL is recursively invoked with the
applying set of function level sub-traces for each identified
decider function.
A-WEASEL reliably determines the decision tree for a
given set of traces, though it is only applicable for the aforementioned server application implementation case C1 or a
combination of cases C1 and C2. This is due to the algorithm depending on the identification of exclusive handlers:
if there are no functions that are exclusive to a certain subset of all traces, no handlers can be identified (and as a
consequence, no deciders as well). In order to cope with
server applications that are implemented strictly according
to cases C2 and C3 as well and to improve overall results,
we implemented a set of additional algorithms in Weasel
that are outlined in the following.
2
We record basic block level traces of functions in a call
stack sensitive manner. This way we can ensure that only
the certain invocations of interest of a function are examined
on basic block level.
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Figure 2: Schematic derivation of the decision tree (right) from the examplary function level traces T 1, T 2
and T 3 (left). The functions a, b, c, d, e and z are not contained in all traces and are thus exclusive to certain
traces. The functions x, y and z are deciders, while a, c, d and e are top-level handlers.

Differential Return Value Comparison.

3.3

A major drawback of A-WEASEL is that it fails to identify decider and handler functions when decisions made at
runtime only manifest in differences in the execution flow
on basic block level. To cope with this problem, Weasel records exactly two traces for each protocol run. Functions with different return values in both traces are added
to the set of functions to ignore. This way, irrelevant functions in our context such as malloc() or time() are filtered
out. Functions with the same return value in both traces,
but different return values between different protocol runs,
are treated as handlers by A-WEASEL. By applying this
technique, A-WEASEL for example correctly identifies the
function sys_auth_passwd() as decider in the authentication process of OpenSSH (see Section 5.1.1), which it would
have not otherwise. Though there are numerous ways a
function can signal its outcome to its caller, the described
technique only takes immediate return values of functions
into account.

Once the deciders as well as the handlers are known for
the authentication or the command dispatching process of a
server application, further analysis can be conducted. The
goal is to identify possible backdoors and to enable the hardening of legacy binary applications.

Scoring Heuristics.
Weasel contains a set of simple heuristic scoring algorithms that aim at identifying deciders and estimating their
importance by comparing the structure of the call graphs of
a given set of traces. The algorithms are used to rank the
importance of deciders identified by A-WEASEL. Besides,
they can partly serve as a fall back when server applications
are encountered that do not implement exclusive functionality through exclusive function invocations (cases C2 and C3
as discussed above). All algorithms have in common that
they require a reference trace which the other traces are
compared to. When examining the authentication process,
the trace for valid credentials serves as reference trace, while
in the case of the command dispatching process a specially
recorded trace for a knowingly invalid command serves this
purpose.
For instance, one algorithm attempts to remove loops from
all traces, determines the longest common subsequence of
calls between all traces and the reference trace and assigns
scores to functions according to their positions in the common sub-sequences (scores increase towards the end as those
functions are believed to be more likely to be responsible for
the decision to split execution paths). An even simpler algorithm assigns scores to deciders linear to the amount of
exclusive children. The scores assigned to functions by the
different algorithms are summed up.

3.3.1

Application of Analysis Results

Discovering Suspicious Program Paths

When the functions or basic blocks handling a successful
authentication or a certain command are known, we can apply existing methods of static and dynamic binary analysis
for the detection of backdoors. A straightforward approach
which we apply here is the static enumeration and comparison of all syscalls and external library calls reachable in the
static call graph from identified handlers (we utilize the third
party tool IDA Pro for this). For example, even invocations
of socket() or send() should be considered suspicious when
they are only referenced from one of multiple handlers. In
the case of our running example, the installed backdoor in
the HELP command can be identified this way (see Section
5.2 for a detailed discussion). Moreover, identified deciders
and handlers can be used as starting points for more complicated analysis techniques such as symbolic execution [23].
Starting symbolic execution at the entry-point of identified
handler code should in many cases – and especially for complex software such as ProFTPD – deliver better and more
cost-effective results than approaches examining an entire
application. In order to be able to apply techniques of symbolic execution, one of course always needs to declare certain
memory as symbolic. Identifying memory regions that are
worthwhile to declare as symbolic poses a challenge when
examining single functions. To tackle this problem, we have
implemented an analysis module for Weasel that compares
the arguments of identified deciders in different traces and
heuristically searches for differences (see Section 4.2.2). In
the case of a typical password validation function it is then
for example possible to determine that certain arguments
are pointers to memory regions with varying contents (e.g.,
username and password). In the next step, these memory
regions could be marked as symbolic when analyzing the
respective function with symbolic execution techniques.

3.3.2

Disabling Functionality

One can very well think of scenarios where it is desirable
to disable certain functionality of a legacy server application.
For example it might be known that certain commands are
vulnerable to attacks. Instead of shutting the whole service

down or applying error-prone filtering on the network level,
our approach allows for the disabling of single commands
by means of binary instrumentation or binary rewriting. In
the case of our running example, effective protection can
already be achieved by simply writing an illegal instruction
at the start of the handler for the HELP command, causing
the respective fork of the server to crash and exit when the
command is issued.
Backdoors in the authentication process, like for example hardcoded credentials, often manifest in additional edges
and nodes in the CFG of one of the involved decider functions. These additional edges and nodes are usually not contained in any recorded basic block trace for legitimate input.
We call such edges “cold”. For complex software, cold edges
and nodes are only a rather weak indication for the presence of a backdoor, as there are usually many benign basic
blocks that are only visited under rare conditions. Nevertheless, knowledge of cold edges in decider functions of the
authentication process can be used to increase the protection level of applications: techniques for binary instrumentation or rewriting can for example be used to log access
to edges identified as cold during runtime over a longer period. In case an edge is taken for the first time, an alert
can be triggered and the incident can be investigated. In
practice, we suggest the utilization of a training phase during which additional benign paths are discovered and successively enabled before the final rewriting/instrumenting
takes place. Entirely disabling cold edges in decider functions might severely weaken the security of an application,
e.g., the protection against password brute-forcing could be
rendered non-functional. In the following, we use the term
of “cutting an edge” in order to refer to the monitoring or
disabling of an edge.
Another application of our approach is the identification
and elimination of undocumented commands. Command
deciders of server applications of classes C1 or C2 dispatch
recognized commands either through conditional and static
(e.g., JZ Offset) or dynamic (e.g., CALL EAX) branches
to their designated handlers. The latter is the case for
our running example: when a command is recognized in
ProFTPD, a C structure describing it is loaded from a static
table. Each such structure contains a pointer to the handler
function for the corresponding command, which is called by
the decider/dispatcher through a CALL EAX instruction.
For server applications built in a similar way, two interesting
measures become possible on top of our basic approach:
• Once several command handlers are known, a likely location and size of the table(s) holding the commanddescribing structures in memory can be determined.
In the next step, it is possible to identify all available commands and unwanted commands can easily
be eliminated using techniques of binary instrumentation or rewriting.
• Once the point of execution is known where the control
flow is dynamically transferred to a command handler,
techniques of binary instrumentation or rewriting can
be used to prevent the execution of unknown or unwanted command handlers.
We have developed a module for our analysis framework
that heuristically checks for tables containing command descriptors given a set of pointers to command handlers (see
Section 4.2).

3.3.3

Enforcing Authentication

When deciders and handlers of the authentication process
of an application can be linked to certain authentication
levels, it becomes possible to determine the authentication
level of an active session by examining the execution flow
of the corresponding thread at runtime. Combined with
the knowledge of whereabouts of command handlers, finegrained access control or defense mechanisms such as shadow
authentication [13] can be realized. In our running example,
it would be possible to limit the availability of the HELP
command to those threads that were observed successfully
authenticating before.

4.

IMPLEMENTATION

The core of the analysis framework Weasel is our library
PyGdb. It is written for Python 2.7 and implements a client
for the GDB Remote Serial Protocol [1] and thus needs to
be connected to a remote gdbserver instance. PyGdb supports all basic debugging tasks from setting breakpoints to
following forks. Currently our software supports environments running Linux on x86, x64, or MIPS32 platforms.
The tracing engine is built on top of PyGdb and supports tracing on function as well as on basic block level. As
PyGdb is designed to not include comprehensive disassemblers for its supported platforms, basic blocks are initially
identified by stepping single instructions.
The tracer is aware of implicit edges in the CFG induced
by conditional instructions and records virtual basic blocks
accordingly. To understand the need for this consider the
x86 conditional move instruction CMOVZ: data is only moved
from the source to the destination operand in case the zeroflag is set (e.g., as the result of a compare operation). Compilers use such instructions to efficiently translate simple ifthen constructs. Taking this into account can be crucial for
successfully detecting and disabling backdoors (see Sections
5.1.1 and 5.2).

4.1

Protocol Player

In order to fully automate the analysis process, we developed a system for the specification and playback of protocols. Similar to existing work in the realm of fuzz testing of
software [7, 8], we describe protocols in a block-based manner according to their specifications. The blocks describing
a protocol are ordered in levels and are grouped by strings
and privilege levels. Our description of the FTP protocol
according to RFC 959 [29] for example possesses nine levels,
the strings CmdArg0, CmdArg1 and CmdArg2 and the
privilege levels NoAuth, Anonymous and Auth.
Before traces of a certain server application are recorded,
the corresponding protocol description is compiled to a set of
specific protocol scripts. Compiled scripts are solely built of
the atoms PUSH DATA, SEND, RECV and WAIT, and
the virtual atoms START RECORDING and STOP RECORDING. The last two are automatically inserted by the
protocol compiler before and after the atoms of interest.
When the protocol processor encounters one of them while
playing the protocol, it activates/deactivates the tracer. We
thus ensure that as little noise as possible is recorded. In
order to be able to describe interactive elements in protocols (such as for example the PING/PONG messages in the
IRC protocol), each atom can dynamically yield new atoms
in reaction to the state of the protocol run.

Action: Recv (banner)
Auth: user/pass
Action: Send

RECV

Compile Cmd
Cmd: HELP
Priv.-Level: NoAuth
String: CmdArg0

Action: Recv
Cmd: MKD

Cmd: HELP

PUSH_DATA "HELP\n"

Argument
CmdArg1

CmdArg0

START_RECORDING

Action: Send (cmd)

SEND

Action: Recv (reply)

RECV

STOP_RECORDING

Figure 3: Scheme of the description of the FTP protocol (two commands) and the correspond compiled
script of the command HELP. Blocks not available
for privilege level NoAuth are dashed. Atoms are
gray. Virtual atoms are dark-gray.
Figure 3 schematically shows the description of two commands of the FTP protocol: the command HELP accepts
none or one argument. Accordingly, it belongs to the strings
CmdArg0 and CmdArg1. As the command is available in
any session – unauthenticated as well as authenticated – it
belongs to all three privilege levels. In contrast, the command MKD belongs to the privilege levels Anonymous and
Authenticated, and solely the string CmdArg1 as it expects one argument and is only available in authenticated
sessions.

4.2

Analysis Modules

We implemented two analysis modules that work on the
results delivered by the A-WEASEL analysis algorithms described in Section 3.

4.2.1

Function Pointer Table Identifier

Many server applications written in C/C++ store command descriptors including pointers to handler functions in
central data structures such as arrays. We have implemented
an analysis module that scans the memory of a server application at runtime for pointers to previously identified handler functions. When the distance in memory between several identified pointers to handler functions is of equal size,
we assume that a table of command descriptors was found
(compare [25, 31]). In the next step, we attempt to heuristically determine the beginning and end of the respective
table. Once such a table is identified it is possible to check
for pointers to unknown command handlers and thus identify undocumented commands.

4.2.2

Differential Function Arguments Identifier

There are several scenarios in which it might be desirable
to identify those arguments of a decider function that are
protocol run specific (see Section 3.3.1). A simple example
is a password validation function that expects (among other
not session specific arguments) pointers to both the username and the password entered by a user. We implemented

an analysis module that – given the list of decider functions of a server application – tries to heuristically identify
such arguments. The module replays the different protocol
runs and examines the stack at the entrance to the given
decider functions in a differential manner. The module thus
only works for calling conventions passing arguments on the
stack. The module distinguishes between data and pointers and tries to identify pointers by dereferencing values in
memory and checks if the resulting address resides in the
same type of memory for each protocol run. Thereby, the
module differentiates between the following types of memory: stack, heap, and binary image. If a value in memory
is found to be pointing to the same type of accessible memory for each protocol run, it is assumed that it is in fact a
pointer. Otherwise it is assumed to be plain data. In this
case, the data is compared between all protocol runs. In
case of any difference, the argument is marked as protocol
run specific. The analysis module follows alleged pointers up
to a certain level of depth. This way it is possible to identify
protocol run specific arguments passed inside of nested data
structures.

5.

EVALUATION

To demonstrate the practical feasibility of our approach,
we evaluated our analysis framework Weasel with several
open and closed source server applications for different protocols and platforms. The results are briefly summarized
in Table 1. All applications were tested in a standard configuration. For the sake of simplicity, Weasel was limited
to only consider traces of login attempts for the following
cases: Valid username/valid password (valid-pw ) and valid
username/invalid password (invalid-pw ). In its default configuration, Weasel also considers the third case of an invalid
username. This can for example be useful for the detection
of backdoors triggering on certain usernames. The amount
of function call events in a single trace ranged from 3 (BusyBox Telnetd authentication) to 12,335 (ProFTPD command
dispatching). Due to space constraints, we discuss the test
results of only three server applications in more detail in the
following. For the other four applications, the test results
were satisfactory to the extent that Weasel correctly identified handlers and deciders of both the authentication and
the command dispatching process with little to no noise.

5.1

Detailed Analysis of SSH Servers

Due to their practical relevance, we first focus on software
backdoors for SSH server implementations. The description
of our SSH protocol is limited to the SSH Authentication
Protocol (SSH-AUTH) according to RFC 4252 [38]. Other
aspects of the SSH protocol, such as the transport layer,
are not considered for our purposes. RFC 4252 specifies the
following authentication methods for SSH-AUTH: password,
publickey, hostbased, and none. The corresponding protocol
specification in Weasel treats these four methods as commands.

5.1.1

OpenSSH (x64)

For OpenSSH we chose a version that was recently reported by an antivirus vendor to have been found in the
wild containing the following backdoors [15]:

Table 1: Overview of evaluation results for various server applications. The decision tree column describes
the calculated command dispatching and authentication decision trees in the form <number of decider functions>/<number of handler functions>.
Server
Platform
Protocol
Dec. Tree (Cmd, Auth)
Remarks
BusyBox Telnetd
MIPS32 (D-Link DIR- Telnet
1/0, 0/0
Does not support Telnet
300)
commands (IAC).
Dropbear SSH
MIPS32 (Siemens Open- SSH-AUTH 3/9, 1/2
See Section 5.1.2
Stage 40)
OpenSSH
x64
SSH-AUTH 2/2, 4/7 (monitor proc.) See Section 5.1.1
2/3, 3/3 (slave proc.)
ProFTPD
MIPS32, x86, x64
FTP
6/60, 5/37 (x64)
See Section 5.2
Pure-FTPd
x64
FTP
2/29, 1/11
Results similar to unmodified ProFTPD
NcFTPD (closed source)
x86, x64
FTP
4/40, 2/11 (x64)
Results similar to unmodified ProFTPD
Dancer-IRCD
x64
IRC
2/28, 2/12
Command handler table
automatically identified.

X1 On startup, the server sends the hostname and port on
which it is listening to remote web hosts presumingly
controlled by the attackers.
X2 A master password enables logins under arbitrary accounts without knowledge of the actual corresponding
passwords (password and keyboard-interactive authentication).
X3 A master public key enables logins under arbitrary accounts with knowledge of the corresponding private
key (publickey authentication).
X4 Credentials used in any successful login attempts are
sent to the remote web hosts (password and keyboardinteractive authentication).
As no source code is publicly available for this malicious
version of OpenSSH, we had to limit our evaluation to the
x64 platform. Due to the privilege separating architecture
of OpenSSH [30], Weasel automatically generates decision
trees for two processes: a privileged process called monitor
and an unprivileged process called slave.

Authentication.
Backdoor X4 can be easily spotted from the decision tree
of the monitor process for the SSH password authentication
as depicted in Figure 4. The decision tree only contains
the decider functions located at virtual addresses 40B440h
(auth_password()), 420E20h (mm_answer_authpassword()),
412EB0h (auth_log()), and 40B390h (sys_auth_passwd())
in the binary file3 . The scoring algorithms of Weasel rank
the decider auth_password() as most important. It leads to
five exclusive handlers for valid-pw that are all called from
the same handler basic block and implement backdoor X4.
Of these exclusive handlers, the one at addresses 43BF50h
can automatically be identified as highly suspicious, as it
(among others) statically calls the functions socket(), connect() and write(). Manual analysis reveals that this handler function attempts to send data to remote web hosts.
3
The actual malicious binary file does not contain debugging
symbols and thus names of function cannot be obtained directly. For reasons of clearness, the names of functions of
interest for this paper were manually resolved by comparing
assembly code and OpenSSH source code.

Correspondingly, the handler function at address 43BAF0h
implements URL encoding of strings.
The basic block level decision tree of auth_password()
contains 13 deciders and two exclusive handlers for the validpw protocol run (see Figure 4). While one of the handlers
contains backdoor X4 as described above, the other handler is a legitimate virtual basic block induced by the conditional assembly instruction SETNZ DL, which sets the return
value of the function according to the validity of the password. Of the 13 deciders in the basic block level decision
tree, eleven are cold. Most importantly, these cold edges are
related to the optional PAM authentication4 , password expiration handling and backdoor X2 (master password ). The
attacker implemented this backdoor by adding a short piece
of code at the beginning of auth_password(): each password to check is compared to a predefined one. In case of
a match, the function returns, falsely indicating a successful
authentication to its caller. The backdoor is automatically
rendered inoperative by cutting (see Section 3.3.2) the cold
edges in auth_password(). As Weasel’s protocol description of SSH-AUTH does not cover the publickey authentication method, we cannot find the backdoor X3. Note that
this is only a limitation of the current protocol description
as the implementations of backdoor X3 and backdoor X2
are very similar on assembler level. Weasel cannot be used
to identify backdoor X1 (notification of remote web hosts
on startup), because it is designed to only examine the authentication and command dispatching processes of server
applications.
The decision tree of the slave process is not depicted. It
consists of three deciders, two handlers for invalid-pw and
a single handler for valid-pw. As static analysis hints at
nothing suspicious in these functions, the slave process is
not further discussed here.

Command Dispatching.
As for the authentication, command dispatching in OpenSSH stretches over a monitor and a slave process. For the
slave process, Weasel identifies only the function at 414960h
(input_userauth_request()) as decider. Also, the deci4
Code path related to PAM were not taken during testing, as
PAM was not enabled in our employed default configuration.

rank: 3rd
mm_answer_authpassword() decider BBs: 5
handler BBs: 1

auth_password()

rank: 1st
decider BBs: 13
handler BBs: 2

rank: 2nd
decider BBs: 14
handler BBs: 3

auth_log()

record_failed_login()

5.1.2

Dropbear SSH (MIPS32)

We examined a binary-only version of Dropbear SSH server
shipped as part of the firmware of the Siemens VoIP desk
telephone OpenStage 40. Function and basic block traces
were recorded remotely on the embedded hardware. We
were able to automatically and unambiguously identify important deciders and handlers in both the authentication
and the command dispatching process of the SSH server.

mm_get_keystate()

Authentication.
The rather small decision tree computed from the valid-pw
and invalid-pw protocol runs is depicted in Figure 5.

backdoor 2

rank: 4th

svr_auth_password()

sys_auth_passwd() decider BBs: 6

handler BBs: 1

rank: 1st
decider BBs: 3
handler BBs: 2

backdoor 4

sprintf()
snprintf()
uname()
0x43BAF0

send_msg_userauth_success()

send_msg_userauth_failure()

0x43BF50

Figure 4: Decision tree for the password authentication in the monitor process of the malicious version
of OpenSSH. Functions are rectangles, basic blocks
are circles. Deciders are white, handlers for validpw are gray, handlers for invalid-pw are dark-gray.
Cold edges are dotted.

sion tree of the slave process only contains exclusive handler functions for the protocol runs of the commands password, publickey and none: 41BF00h (userauth_passwd()),
41CA50h(userauth_pubkey()) and 41BE20h (userauth_none()), respectively. These results suggests that the hostbased authentication method is disabled – a circumstance
that can be verified by manual analysis. Based on this results, Weasel’s analysis module that heuristically scans for
function pointer tables as described in Section 4.2 automatically and unambiguously identifies the correct address and
size of the command descriptor table in the .data section
of the binary file, spanning from virtual address 674678h
to 6746f8h. The table, which is defined in the OpenSSH
source code under the identifier authmethods, contains simple structures of three members (name, handler function,
enabled flag) describing all available authentication methods of the server. Interestingly, the analysis module identifies two handler functions not contained in any of the collected traces: 41BD40h(userauth_kbdint()) and 41B9F0h
(userauth_hostbased()). While the latter belongs to the
disabled authentication method hostbased, the former belongs to the well-known authentication method keyboardinteractive which is not described in RFC 4252 (and suffers
as well from backdoors X2 and X4). This demonstrates the
ability of Weasel to identify handlers for unknown commands. The decision tree of the monitor process contains
only the monitor-side handler function for the password authentication method. We do not discuss it further due to
space restrictions.

Figure 5: Decision tree of the authentication process
of Dropbear SSH.
The only identified decider svr_auth_password() evaluates the correctness of a password by a simple string comparison and, depending on the outcome, subsequently calls
one of the two identified handlers. No suspicious external
functions are reachable from either handler.

Command Dispatching.
The decision tree computed from the protocol runs corresponding to the four authentication methods of the SSHAUTH protocol contains three deciders, with recv_msg_userauth_request() ranking first. From this decider, the only
exclusive handlers svr_auth_password() and svr_auth_pubkey() are called, which belong to the password and the publickey authentication method, respectively. The application
does not contain exclusive handlers for the other authentication methods. As Dropbear SSH in general does not dispatch
commands via function pointer tables, Weasel does in this
case correctly not recognize any function pointer tables of
interest. The two identified exclusive handler functions were
not found to lead to any suspicious calls.

5.2

ProFTPD (x86, x64, MIPS32)

Graduate students from our group not related to this
project were asked to implement an arbitrary set of backdoors for ProFTPD in addition to the real-world backdoor
of our running example. We have chosen ProFTPD since it
is a complex program (e.g., FTP is a non-trivial protocol,
it contains different software modules, and there were realworld attacks against this program) but still has a manageable code base. Altogether, eleven different backdoors were
developed in a not supervised manner.
Seven out of these eleven backdoors interfere with the authentication or command dispatching process of ProFTPD
and can thus theoretically be identified using Weasel. The
other four backdoors implement malicious functionality like

a covert out-of-band interactive shell that cannot be found
by applying the described detection approach. We thus evaluate Weasel on the following set of backdoors containing
the seven artificial backdoors and our running example:

auth_pass()

rank: 1st
decider BBs: 78
handler BBs: 4

pr_auth_authenticate()

Y2 Happy hour : at a certain time of day all passwords are
accepted by the server.
Y3 Blessed one: for a certain client IP address all passwords are accepted.
Y4 File access: hidden commands for unauthorized file
access bypassing the authentication process.
Y5 Credentials stealing 1 : validated credentials are stored
and made available via a hidden command.

record_failed_login()

25 functions

Y1 Acidbitchez : our real-world running example.

rank: 4th
decider BBs: 10
handler BBs: 1

pr_auth_check()

rank: 5th
decider BBs: 6
handler BBs: 1

backdoor 8

do_back()
backdoor 1
backdoor 2

_dispatch()

rank: 2nd
decider BBs: 16
handler BBs: 7

2 functions

8 functions

Y6 Credentials stealing 2 : validated credentials are sent
via DNS requests to a remote server.
Y7 Self-modifying authentication: in case of a certain process ID, the central authentication function is rewritten on startup of the application to accept arbitrary
passwords.

rank: 3rd
decider BBs: 11
handler BBs: 2

pw_auth()

Figure 6: Decision tree of the authentication process
of ProFTPD.

Y8 Authentication module: a malicious auth. module.
We analyzed a version of ProFTPD containing this backdoors on Weasel’s supported platforms x86, x64 and MIPS32. Since the high-level results were identical for all platforms, we discuss them together (concrete numbers apply at
least to the x64 version). We demonstrate that it is possible
to reliably detect or to disable backdoors Y1–Y6, substantiating our approach to reduce the attack surface.
We cannot cope with backdoors Y7 and Y8: Backdoor Y7
can only be detected when during testing by chance a case
is encountered where the authentication function is actually
being overwritten (i.e., the backdoor triggers on a certain
process ID). Backdoor Y8 can not be identified as Weasel
currently does not evaluate dynamically loaded modules.

Authentication.
The decision tree computed from the valid-pw and invalidpw protocol runs is depicted in Figure 6. On the function
level, four deciders are identified, with auth_pass() with
78 deciders on basic block level, 25 handler functions for
valid-pw and the 1st scoring rank being clearly dominant.
Though, three of the eleven backdoors are located in the decider function pr_auth_authenticate(), which only leads
to a single handler function (do_back()) for valid-pw. This
handler function belongs to backdoor Y6 and stores credentials once they are successfully validated. The function
can automatically be identified as highly suspicious, as it
(among other activities) statically calls the standard functions mmap(), shm_open(), socket(), and sendto(). Two of
the nine cold decider basic blocks in pr_auth_authenticate()
lead to the implementations of backdoors Y2 and Y3, respectively. Thus cutting cold edges in the identified deciders
would effectively render these backdoors non-functional.
In the x86 version of our modified ProFTPD server the
code implementing the “happy hour” backdoor (Y2) in pr_auth_authenticate() uses the conditional instruction CMOVZ
to manipulate the outcome of the function. This underlines
the need to consider implicit edges when examining a function’s CFG since we would otherwise overlook this case.

Command Dispatching.
Weasel’s protocol description of FTP was modelled according to RFC 959 [29] and contains 34 commands (e.g.,
HELP and MKD). The function level decision tree consists of
six deciders (of which pr_cmd_dispatch_phase() ranks 1st)
and 60 handlers. Out of those handlers, 43 are exclusive to
a single protocol run. By manual analysis it can be verified
that these exclusive handlers indeed implement each of the
34 commands. For the majority of commands there exists
exactly one exclusive handler. Subsequently, it is easily possible to automatically identify the backdoor of our running
example (Y1): among the external functions reachable from
HELP command’s only exclusive handler core_help() in the
static CFG are the aforementioned in this context highly
suspicious ones setegid(), seteuid() and system(). Accordingly, the corresponding HELP command can be identified as suspicious and further defensive measures can be
applied.
Weasel automatically and correctly identifies the addresses and sizes of exactly five function pointer tables in the address space of the respective ProFTPD process: core_cmdtab,
xfer_cmdtab, auth_cmdtab, ls_cmdtab, and delay_cmdtab.
The first one is the largest and contains 35 entries describing the core set of the commands supported by ProFTPD.
Eight entries in core_cmdtab contain function pointers that
are not contained in any of the recorded traces. By examining the respective entries in the table in the binary program, they can already be identified to be corresponding to
the following commands: EPRT, EPSV, MDTM, SIZE, DOWNLOAD,
UPLOAD, GSM and RSLV. While the first four are known benign
FTP commands that are simply not defined in RFC 959, the
last four belong to the backdoors Y4, Y5 and Y6. The other
four identified function pointer tables also partly contain
pointers to functions that were not encountered during testing. These functions correspond either to known commands
(e.g., xfer_log_stor()) or the benign FTP command PROT,
which is not defined in RFC 959 as well.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented an approach towards the automatic detection and disabling of certain types of backdoors
in server applications by carefully examining runtime traces
for different protocol runs. Our implementation of the approach in the form of a tool called Weasel automatically
captures these traces by repeatedly invoking a server application under test according to a formal, block-based specification of the respective protocol. As Weasel only relies on
gdbserver for the recording of traces, it is widely applicable
to a variety of platforms and we discussed several empirical
analysis results that demonstrate how Weasel can be used
to precisely detect relevant code parts and data structures
within a given binary application.
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Appendix A.

A-WEASEL ALGORITHM

Given a set of n traces on function level the A-WEASEL
algorithm recursively performs the following steps:
1 Determine the set of functions present in all n traces:
Scommon,f uncs = ST0 ,f uncs ∩ST1 ,f uncs ∩...∩STn−1 ,f uncs

2 For each trace, determine the set of exclusive functions:
STi ,ex,f uncs = STi ,f uncs \Scommon,f uncs
3 For each exclusive function in each set STi ,ex,f uncs , determine the minimum number of call stack levels needed
to distinguish between all of its invocations in the call
graph (CG) of Ti . We denote the minimum call stack
needed for distinction the signature call stack of an invocation. A new set STi ,ex,f uncs,callstack containing all
invocations with different signature call stacks of all
functions in STi ,ex,f uncs is created:
STi ,ex,f uncs,callstack = δ(STi ,ex,f uncs )
4 For each set STi ,ex,f uncs,callstack , remove those invocations of exclusive functions from the set that are dominated by other exclusive functions in the call graph of
the corresponding trace Ti :
STi ,ex,f uncs,top = ϕ(STi ,ex,f uncs,callstack )
Thus only top-level invocations of exclusive functions
of Ti are contained in the set.
5 Group all remaining invocations in all sets STi ,ex,f uncs,top
according to their signature call stacks. Invocations
with compatible signature call stacks are grouped together. Two signature call stacks are compatible if both
are equal or are equal up to the end of one of the two
call stack. Note how each group only corresponds to
one specific exclusive function and can at most contain
one specific invocation from each trace.
6 The immediate parent function in the common call
stack of a group’s exclusive function is necessarily in
set Scommon,f uncs and is added as decider to the decision tree. Note that several groups can also share a
common decider function. In case a group consists of
only a single invocation from a single trace, the corresponding exclusive function is added as handler to the
decision tree. Recursion ends in this case.
7 For each group, dynamically trace the corresponding
decider function for the group’s common signature call
stack for all applicable protocol runs on basic block
level. From the recorded basic block traces, the internal decision tree of the decider function for the signature call stack is generated by a similar but simpler
algorithm.
8 For each group recursively execute A-WEASEL. For
each invocation belonging to the group, a self-contained and minimal sub-trace Ti0 is cut from the original
trace Ti that starts with the corresponding signature
call stack. A-WEASEL is executed on the set of all
such sub-traces corresponding to the group. I.e., AWEASEL is executed on the sub-CGs of the decider
identified for the group for all applying traces.
9 In case a decider function is found to be a leaf in the
resulting decision tree and does not exhibit any control flow differences on basic block level for applicable
protocol runs, it is transformed into a common handler
function.

